
Julien Anguenot. Nuxeo
French, born in 1981. Bsc in SE and Mathematics Tampere 
University of Technology (Finland) in 2003. Core developer CPS 
currently working for Nuxeo www.nuxeo.com. OpenOffice.org 
/ XML / Python development for Indesko. www.indesko.com. 
Taking care of CPS components interoperability with CMF, Plone 
and CPSSkins.

Jodok Batlogg. Telesis
Jodok Batlogg from telesis gmbh in Austria jumped into Plone at 
the first sprint in Bern. Now he is co-leading the Plone i18n activities. 
Beneath Plone Jodok is involved in several other Open Source 
Activities like beeing developer in the Gentoo Linux net-zope herd 
or working for the eduplone project.

Geir Bækholt. Plone Solutions
Geir is one of the founding partners of Plone Solutions AS, a 
Norway-based international company specialising in high-quality 
Plone consulting, training and development services. Geir is part of 
the core Plone development team. He writes and maintains Plone's 
usability-enhancing client side scripts. 

Martijn Faassen. Infrae
Martijn Faassen is an experienced Python and Zope hacker. He created 
Formulator, and worked with Zope and XML. He is co-founder of Infrae. 
Infrae's flagship product is Silva, an open source CMS focusing on 
structured content. Recently Martijn created Five, integrating Zope 3 
technology into Zope 2.

Jim Fulton. Zope Corporation
Jim Fulton is the CTO at Zope Corporation and the chief architect of Zope 
and the Zope object database. He has been a Python contributor since 1995.

Pierre-Julien Grizel. Ingeniweb
Pierre-Julien  Grizel is a project manager at INGENIWEB. Being an early 
adopter of Zope, he's the author of 4 books about Zope/Plone, including the 
first ever published  book about Zope as well as the first ever published book 
about Plone. He's leading the component teamat  INGENIWEB, responsible 
for GroupUserFolder (aka 'GRUF') and many other popular components  
(PloneArticle,  PlonePopoll,  PloneChat, PloneSiteMap, ...). "

Kit Blake. Infrae
Kit Blake steers the business course of Infrae, a software develop-
ment company in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. Founded with Martijn 
Faassen in early 2001, Infrae builds framework architecture and tools 
for content (Silva, Kupu,Railroad). Kit Blake is also an officer in the 
Zope Europe Association.

Paul Boos. Saic
A Senior Systems Engineer and Project Manager for Science 
Applications International Corporation, the largest employee-owned 
research engineering firm in the United States.He currently leads a 
Zope/Plone development project within the Department of the Navy 
and the Department's e-Gov representative to OASIS. He has over 
15 years of IT management and development experience with a 
focus on Internet-oriented applications.

Riaan Booysen. 
Riaan Booysen is a 30 year old South African software developer and 
works for a company called Tangible Business Software. He started 
the Boa Constructor project in 1999 after working professionally with 
Delphi for a few years and returning to Python but missing the IDE.

Georg Gogo Bernhard. Bluedynamics
Gogo is employed at Bluedynamics and as developer responsible for 
everything which has to look nice. He works with Zope since 4 years 
now and is in charge with Plone since Bluedynamics started with this 
which means since March 2002.

Stefan Holek. Plone Solutions
Stefan H. Holek is an active member of the Zope community since the days of 
Zope 2.0. He is the author of the ZopeTestCase and PloneTestCase test 
frameworks for Zope/Plone. Stefan recently joined Plone Solutions AS where 
he hopes to keep pushing Plone forward.

Andreas Jung. 
Andreas Jung works as freelancer and runs ins own company ZOPYX.com. 
He helds a degree in computer science and has a strong background in the 
field of Electronic Publishing. He worked for several publishers in Germany 
and for Zope Corp. Andreas is the current Zope 2 release manager and the 
author of TextIndexNG and PloneCollectorNG.   

Joel Burton. 
An independent Plone and Zope consultant and trainer based in 
Washington, DC. An active community member and presenter, he is 
also leads the local Zope/Python users group, is an officer of the 
Plone Foundation, and works on Plone's marketing efforts.

Godefroid Chapelle. 
Godefroid Chapelle is a software engineer with more than 10 years 
of experience. He manages BubbleNet, at Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. 
BubbleNet works with Zope for more than 5 years. Godefroid is 
engaged in community work since June 2002. He has committed 
code to Plone, Archetypes, Zope 2 and Zope 3.

Francesco Ciriaci. Reflab
Francesco Ciriaci has a degree in economics and management, 
a strong interest for IT, digital rights and Free Software Business 
and a real passion for programming. This unusual combination of 
interests led him to work as IT consultant and project manager in 
Open Source Companies. In 2002 together with Vincenzo Di 
Somma and Riccardo Lemmi he founded Reflab, now leader 
Zope/Plone consulting company in Italy. 

Alexander Limi. Plone Solutions
Alexander Limi is a co-founder of the Plone project, and primary developer for 
Plone's user interface. He plays critical roles in the UI, documentation, and 
community development of Plone. He is the Chief Architect of Plone Solutions, 
a consulting and training company for Plone based out of Oslo, Norway.

Sidnei da Silva. Enfold Systems
(a.k.a. the-only-one-who-knows-where-the-bodies-are-buried) is a Python 
programmer living in Southern Brazil and currently working for Enfold. He 
has built high-grade solutions for the most different fields, including a 
full-blown Inventory Management System based on Zope 3 and SQLObject.

Vincenzo di Somma. Reflab
Vincenzo Di Somma is a software engineer who specialized in web 
and workflow applications. We has been working with Zope application 
server for more than 5 years, and he is a senior member of the Zope3 
development team. He is in the free software community since 1996 
and he is the main developer of Openflow/Reflow and many other Zope
/Plone free software Products.

Robert Boulanger. Conference Organizer
Paul Everitt. Editor 

Jeff Pittman. Contributing Editor 
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Jens Klein.
Jens Klein is the software architect and CEO of the 'jens quadrat -Klein & Partner 
KEG' (Austria) and member of eduplone EEIG, a interest group for Plone in 
educational use. He is the creator of PloneShop and a contributor to PloneMall.

Fabiano dos Weimar Santos. 
Fabiano Weimar dos Santos is a brazilian Plone Developer and consultant. 
Fabiano has a good experience in e-commerce development as so as 
content management applications using Plone and CMF. Nowdays, more 
than lead the PloneMall development, Fabiano have been working for the 
brazilian government, universities and companies in United States, 
Canada and Europe.

Paul Everitt. Zope Europe Association
Paul Everitt is the found of Zope Europe Association and manages the 
product marketing and sales for the business partnership. Paul is also the 
executive director for the Plone Foundation, president of ZopeUK, and a 
board member of OSCOM. Prior to starting ZEA, Paul was a co-founder 
of Zope Corporation.
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Geoff Davis. 
A freelance software developer and recovering mathematician in Raleigh, 
NC (USA). When he is not fixing Plone bugs and serving in his exalted 
capacity as Secretary of the Board of the Plone Foundation, he builds 
interesting web sites involving collaboratively developed content. 

Chris McDonough.
An independent consultant based in Fredericksburg Virginia, US who specializes in 
creating scalable Zope deployments. He is a longtime contributor to Zope 2 and a 
wannabe Zope 3 hacker.

Alan Runyan. Enfold Systems
One of the founding members of the Plone content management system. He has 
spoken at several conferences and consulted with Fortune 100 companies on 
content management and other technology strategies. His current responsibility 
is to lead the consulting and business development efforts at Enfold. 

Benjamin Saller. ObjectRealms
Benjamin Saller is a Founder and Partner at ObjectRealms (www.objectrealms.net) 
and the creator of the Archetypes Framework. Ben has green hair, lives in a 
garbage can in New York, and shouts at people.

Martin Samek. IMC University of Krems
Martin Samek is Coordinator for Lectures Evaluation at the IMC University of Applied 
Sciences Krems and responsible for Research on MIS for educational institutions.

Tres Seaver. 
Tres Seaver is a Senior Software Developer and project leader for Zope Corpora-
tion, and the chief architect of the Zope Content Management Framework.

Munwar Shariff. CIGNEX
Munwar Sharif is the CTO and Co-Founder of CYGNEX Technologies and Chief 
Architect of the product SItebuilder.

Eliane Silva. Serpio
Eliane Silva works at Serpro as an ICT Consultant in a Technology Consulting 
Department offering technology advices to implement internet solutions for the 
Brazilian Government. She has been working at SERPRO since 1983 in many IT 
areas including Data Administration, EDM Workflow Systems and Portal Solutions.

Raphael Ritz. Humboldt University, Berlin
Raphael Ritz (PhD in Theoretical Physics 1995): As a German delegate to the 
OECD Neuroinformatics working group, he performs a study on web-based data 
and method sharing using Zope/CMF/Plone as the underlying framework. He is 
the author of CMFBibliographyAT, ATExtensions, and the MySite tutorial.

Giuseppe Romagnoli. Serpio
Giuseppe Romagnoli works at Serpro as an ICT consultant in a Technology 
Consulting Department offering technology advices to implement internet solutions 
for the Brazilian Government. He has been working at SERPRO since 1985 in many 
IT areas including Artificial Intelligence, Internet Security and Portal Solutions. 

Andy McKay. Enfold Systems
Andy McKay has been building websites for over 5 years and developing in Python 
for the last 3 years. As a key Plone developer and Zope contributor he has made 
many contributions to the projects. His blog ZopeZen.org, is one of the most 
popular zope sites and he recently pblished The Definitive Guide to Plone.

Rob Miller. the Burning Man project
Rob Miller is currently serving as the Technology Department lead for the Burning 
Man Project, an art and civics experiment which has gone absolutely awry, resulting 
in the annual construction of a temporary city of over 30,000 participants on one of 
the flattest, deadest pieces of land in North America.

Georg Pleger. 
Georg Pleger is the main initiator of the eduplone group. He works in cooperation 
with the austrian ministry for science and education, as well as for the university 
of tirol. Within EduPlone Georg is is mainly responsible for all the international 
e-learning standards.

Andy Stein. City of Newport News
Andy Stein is Director of IT for the City of Newport News and active member in 
GOCC and CORE (www.core.gov), two software repositories with similar goals but 
different funding sources. Andy’s objective is to establish a collaborative software 
development process for local governments based on an Open Source model.

Kapil Thangavelu. ObjectRealms
Kapil has been itinerant zope/plone developer for the last 5 years, helping 
companies reach warp drive 5 minutes ago. As a partner at ObjectRealms he focues 
on building infrastructure to help bring opensource software into the enterprise.


